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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Model 
Factor analysis is a statistical method for modeling and analyzing multivariate data. 
This method has been used widely in the behavioural sciences for a century. But, it 
earned recognition as a useful statistical procedure for modeling axid inference only in 
recent years, coinciding with the development of latent variable modeling. The usefulness 
of factor analysis partly comes from its use of a coherent model, which matches well with 
many conceptual formulation in applied sciences. The strength of factor analysis as a 
statistical method lies in the availability of inference procedures that are approximately 
valid without specifying any distributional form, i.e., that are distribution-free. Factor 
analysis is concerned with the notion that the structure of multivariate observations 
can be described by a smaller number of unobservable factors. For a p x 1 vector of 
observations Zt on the the f"* individual, the beisic factor analysis model is commonly 
expressed as 
Z j  =  ^  + A f f  4 - e j ,  f  =  l , 2 ,  . . . , n ,  ( 1 - - 1 )  
where ft is a fc x 1 vector of unobservable factors, 6t = (cit, e2t,Cpt)' is a p x 1 vector 
of unobservable errors, and /i (p x 1) and A (p x fc) consist of imknown parameters. All 
interrelationships among the p elements of Zt Eire to be explained by the fc x 1 factor 
ft- Thus, it is assumed that the p elements of Ct s are independent, and that the factor 
f( and the error are independent. It is also standard practice to assmne that for 
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each i  = the n individual errors c,(, t  = 1,2, are independent, identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) with = 0 and V'ar(e,t) = The factor ft can be treated as 
either random or fixed. If the f/s are i.i.d. with ^(fi) = /// and V'ar(f() = then the 
Z/s axe i.i.d. with 
where 'I'o = ^>22,0, •••, ^pp.o)- In model (1.1), f( can be replaced by Co + Cif( 
to obtain an equivalent model. To remove this indeterminacy, the so-caJled errors-in-
variables parameterization is used to express the model. This parameterization assumes 
that, after possible re-ordering of the p variables in Z(, the model is expressed as 
This formulation gives an identified model, and also allows streiightforward interpretation 
of and General treatment of factor analysis as a statistical method is given in, 
for example. Lawley and Maxwell (1963), Anderson (1984), Fuller (1987), and Bollen 
(1989). 
One advantage of the errors-in-variables pciraraeterizatica (1.3) is that the inference 
procedures for /3q ajid /3i under normality of ft and Ct are valid in large samples for 
virtually any f( and Cj. See, for example, Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Browne and 
Shapiro (1988), and Amemiya and Anderson (1990). But, for this result to hold, the 
model needs to be linear in ft and the independence of ft, Cu, ..., Cpt must hold. One 
recent development in factor analysis and related fields is the use of a model where the 
relationships between factors and observed variables are nonlinear. See, for example, 
Kenny and Judd (1984), Ping (1996), Joreskog and Vang (1996), Joreskog eind Yang 
(1997), and Wall and Amemiya (1998). In this dissertation, we consider model (1.3) with 
possible dependency among ft, €it, ..., Cpj. In particular, the distribution of the error Ct 
for a paxticulaj individual t  is assumed to depend on some individual chaxacteristics zs 
V'ar(Zt) = A^A'+l-o, (1.2) 
(1.3) 
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given by ft. We propose procedures for exploring such a structure, fitting a model, and 
making inferences. It is shown that the standard inference procedures for in (1.3) 
are still approximately valid and useful under the dependency between ajid £,<. But. 
for estimating and maJting inferences on the factor values, modeling of the dependence 
is shown to produce more accurate and useful results. 
One way to characterize the dependency of errors on individual characteristics is to 
consider heteroscedastic error variances. Many areas of statistics deal with a situation 
where the magnitude of error variability veiries among individuals, that is, where the error 
is dependent on individual characteristics. In other statistical modeling procedures such 
as linear regression, issues of heterosceda^ticity would be addressed by directly modeling 
it in terms of observed individual characteristics. For multivariate data as in factor 
analysis, this approach is difficult because there are a lajge number of error terms, and 
more importantly, the factors representing individual characteristics are unobservable. 
Model (1.1) or (1.3) with the eissumption of independence between f( and Cf and 
i.i.d. €t is termed the homoscedastic idiCtoT analysis model. The heteroscedasticity of error 
is often represented as the dependency of the error vajiances on individual characteristics. 
Thus, a natural way to express the heteroscedastic structure in factor analysis is to 
assunne that the variances of are functions of the k x 1 factor fj. Then the model 
becomes 
Zf = fj, + Aft + et, i = l,2, ...,n, (1-4) 
= Var(ertlft) = g?(ft; a), i  = 1,2, ...,p, 
for some non-negative, scalar-valued function gi{ft;(x) of ft indexed by an unknown pa­
rameter vector a. The standard deviation of en is given by ^,(ff;a). For example, with 
Ar = I, we might consider 
9i{fu otQii aii) = oof -F cxuft + oczift  •> 
or 9iifufih A.-, c.) = aifii -i- A,/t) = CiE{Zit\ft), 
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where ao,, ai,-, aj,- and c,- axe additional parameters not related to ^ and A in (1.4) and 
m and Xi are the z"' elements of fi and A. These axe examples of polynomial standard 
deviation functions. Polynomials can describe a broad cla^s of dependency and serve as 
approximate descriptions in practice. In addition, the polynomial permits a relatively 
simple model-fitting approach and leads to strjughtforwaxd testing of heteroscedasticity 
by testing certain at parameters. Throughout the rest of the thesis, we assume £f,(ft;ft) 
to be either a polynomial in fj or a square root of a polynomial in ft. We also assume 
that Cit, i  = 1,2, . . . ,p, f = 1,2, . . . ,n, are conditionally independent given ft,  t  = 1,2, . . . in, 
axid that £(et|ft) = 0. We call model (1.4) the keteroscedastic ia.ctov analysis model. 
Suppose that the ft's are i.i.d. with covaxiance matrix $. Then, Coi?(ft,€f) = 
£J(ft£(€t|ff)) = 0, and writing 
= Var{et\ft) = diagitpin^t,  ^ 22,u • • • , i 'pp,t)\  
we have 
Var{Zt) = A^A' + ^ C^t) 
= A$A' + ^o, (1.5) 
where 
^'o = £'(^t) = diagitpiifl ,  ^ 22,0, • • • , i^pp,o)\ 
^iuo = E{gf{iuOL)). 
Thus, under the heterocedcistic model (1.4), ft and Ct are uncorrelated, although they 
are dependent. Also, e,£, i = 1,2,... ,p, are maxginally uncorrelated but dependent. In 
addition, Zt, < = 1,2, . . . ,n, are i.i .d.,  and Var{Xt) in (1.5) has the same form as Var[Zt) 
in (1.2) derived under the homoscedastic model. Hence, the conditional heteroscedastic 
structiire in (1.4) does not affect the form of the marginal second moment of the obser­
vations, although it clearly represents the dependency of the conditional error variances 
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on the factor. But, identification ajid estimation of the a parameters in (1.4) cannot be 
carried out based only on the first two sample moments of Zj. This means that we need 
to develop procedures using information not contained in the first two sample moments. 
To develop methods that are useful for exploratory modeling and that are valid for a 
broad class of situations, we do not assume any particular distributional form for ft or 
Ef. In particular, ft  may be treated as fixed or random with possible dependency over t  
where (some) observations are taken over time or space. This cdlows application of our 
methods for various problems without worrying about the distributional assumptions. 
The explicit modeling of the heteroscedastic error variances is peirticularly useful in the 
estimation or prediction of individual factor fj. In the next chapter, we will present 
an informal diagnostic tool that caji be used to detect heteroscedasticity and gamer 
some preliminary information about the nature of the heteroscedastic error structure. 
In Chapter 3, we develop methods for fitting the heteroscedastic error model and for 
estimating the true factor vcilue. The asymptotic properties of the estimators are derived 
in Chapter 4. We will show that inference procedures developed in Chapter 3 are asymp­
totically valid for almost any type of underlying factors, including fixed, correlated, or 
heteroscedastic factors. We will also examine the effects of error heteroscedasticity on 
the standard procedure which ignores the heteroscedasticity. Results from simulation 
studies are presented in Chapter 5 and the appendix gives some formulas useful for 
computation. 
1.2 Literature Review 
The focus of pioneering work in factor analysis modeling was on the basic lixif^gr 
factor model (1.1) with normal, homoscedastic errors which are independent of normal, 
i.i.d. factors. In recent years, some work has been done to extend the basic factor analysis 
model. Anderson and Amemiya (1988), Browne and Shapiro (1988), and Amemiya and 
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Anderson (1990) established the robustness of the normal theory asymptotic results to 
departure from normality. Factor ajialysis with some form of nonhomogeneous variance 
has been discussed in only two papers; Meijer and Mooijaart (1996) and Demos ajid 
Sentana (1998). Meijer and Mooijaart (1996) considered a special case of model (1.4) and 
suggested the use of generalized least squares based on the first three sample moments. 
They gave the asymptotic distribution of their estimators. However, in their simulation 
study, their estimator showed severe bias and their asymptotic confidence intervals had 
very poor coverage probabilities (between 42% to 74% for the nominal level 95%). 
Demos and Sentana (1998) considered factor analysis model with heteroscedcistic 
factors and homoscedastic errors, ajid applied the EM algorithm. This model is actually 
a special case of the basic factor analysis model which allows for any type of factors, as 
long as the factors are independent of the errors. For their model, the results of Anderson 
and Amemiya (1988), Browne and Shapiro (1988), and Amemiyaand Anderson (1990) 
apply. 
Hasabelnaby (1987) and Sanger and Fuller (1991) discussed estimation of an errors-
in-variables model with heteroscedastic errors, which differs considerably from the factor 
analysis model. Also, they assume that all individual error variances are either known 
or estimated outside the dataset. 
CHAPTER 2. DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE 
2.1 An Overview 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the first two moments of the heteroscedcistic model (1.4) 
have the same form as those of the homoscedastic model (1.1). Hence, the standard 
factor analysis model fitting procedure using the first two sample moments will not be 
able to distinguish the two models. As a result, the standard goodness-of-fit testing 
procedure based on the seimple covarizince matrix would be expected to have nearly no 
power to detect the violation of the homoscedasticity. Just eis in regression analysis 
where OLS estimates of the regression parameters remain unbiased even in the presence 
of heteroscedastic errors, the estimators of /* and A in model (1.1) cissuming the ho-
moscedasticity will also be reasonable even if error heteroscedasticity is present. Let the 
parameterization (1.3) be used. Then the homoscedastic estimators and can 
be used in our diagnostic method. Since heteroscedasticity in (1.4) concerns C( and the 
relationship of interest is that between the unobservable ft and the variance of et, it is 
natural to consider estimated residucds and estimated factor scores for each individual. 
Since under (1.3) 
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does not involve fj, we define our (p — Ar) x 1 estimated residual as 
/ 
I t -
\ 
The standard factor score estimator is 
, \  - 1  .  
(2.1) 
Ihorn, = (A'^Po^V)" A'^o'(Zt-A), (2.2) 
where 
= 
v " /  
A = 
An alternative formula for fhom,t is 
f/lOTIl,l I 0, Ij^ ''i'oF)-^i> J ,  (2.3) Zt - ^oF{F'< 
where F' = (Ip_fc, —^i)- The second formula for fhom,t can be used even when 
is singular. Note that fhom.t is reasonable for the heteroscedastic model because of the 
similarity in the first two moments under model (1.1) and model (1.4). Given fhom.t, A 
and /i. we can consider a p x 1 estimated residual 
i t  = Z t -  i x -  Affcom.t = ^oF(F'$oF)~^i>t 
which is a linear function of t>j. 
If S'lid ^0 close to their true values, JSq , Eind ^o, then 
=  f t ,  
W « ff + (A'^o'A)"'A'^o'et 
= ft + ^0, et — ^oF (F'^oF) , 
et « ^oF(F'foF)-'i/t, 
(2.4) 
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where F' = (Ip-it, ~Pi)- Since Ut does not involve f<, ift  and Ct are approximately 
uncorrelated with fhom,t under either the homoscedastic or heteroscedastic model. If 
error heteroscedasticity is present, we expect it to be reflected in the spread of the 
residuals when plotted against Hence, the plot of the elements of Vt or €< against 
the elements of ihom,t suggests possible relationship between €< and ft. Also, the squared 
elements of or can be plotted against the elements of f/iom.i for possible suggestion 
of the form of (ft; a). However, we note that i>t and it contain linear functions of 
et, and estimating each en is not possible. If zill elements of P/ and exhibit rather 
homogenous spread across then the standard homoscedastic model should be 
considered acceptable. On the other hand, if any systematic pattern is found in the 
plots for any element of i/t or it, then a model with every error being heteroscedastic 
should be fitted. In such a case, each error element should be formally examined and 
tested for heteroscedasticity using the procedures developed in the next chapter. The use 
of the plots for diagnostic purposes is illustrated using an example in the next section. 
2.2 An Example 
To illustrate the diagnostic procedure, consider model (1.3) with A: = I and p = 4, 
Zt = ^00 + I®; 
P02 012 
P03 013 
vu 
ft + 
ft + 
( \ 
cit 
^3t 
\UtJ 
(2.5) 
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We generated a sample of size 300 with ft ~ Uniform(0,3) and cu ~ Normal(0, Qoi + 
ouft + ct2ift) given ft- The parameter values were 
^0 = (1, 2, 3)', 
~ (6, 5, 4) * 
Q!o = (ooi5 <^02'» Q;o3, <104) ~ (3, 1.5, 2, 1.5) 1 (2*6) 
oci = (di, ai2, QI3i Q^H) ~ (l» 0, 1, 0) » 
Ot2 = (a21» Of23i O24) ~ (2, 2, 0, O) • 
Thus, t4t is homoscedastic, the variajice of tzt is linear in /<, and those of ck and e2t are 
quadratic in ft. An example of such a situation is caiibration with a number of different 
instruments. The variability of the fourth intrument stays constant for all value of ft 
while the accuracy of the first, second, and third instruments decrecises with higher 
values of ft but at different rates. 
Let (j3o) ^0) be estimates of (/3o, /3i, 'Po) using a homoscedastic fit. Under model 
(2.5), the factor and residual estimates in (2.2), (2.1), and (2.4) become 
^ 0u[Zt,-0oi) 
t  fhom,t ~ J ? 
kl 
Uit — Zit — 4o» ~ 01iZ4ti i = 1, 2, 3, 
tit = Zit - 0oi - ^iifhom, t ,  i = 1, 2, 3, 4, (2.7) 
with ^14 = 1 and ^04 = 0. For this sample, the standard large sample homoscedastic 
likelihood ratio goodness of fit test gives a p-value of 0.8273. Thus, the hypothesis that 
the underlying model is of the form expressed in model (1.1) and (1.2) is not rejected. 
Under model (2.5 - 2.6), the error variances of Zui Z^ and Zzt vary with ft, the true 
value of Z^t' Hence, if it is suspected that error variability depends on some underlying 
characteristics of the individual as summarized by ft, then it might be natural to plot 
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0 . 01 
tf) -
Zit 
o _ 
, ' . 
• • . • • I 
•• . •• ' -V . 
. .. •• • 
.* 'll * 
•. • «\ • •• • • 
. . • '.VW. . ' • 
• I • • « • • • 
• e • • 
• . •• 
I 
Z4t 
Figure 2.1 Plot of Zu versus Z4t 
Z\t,Z2t-,Z2t versus Z\f As an example, Figure 2.1 is a plot of Zu versus Zai for this 
dataset. There is a slight indication of the heteroscedastic error structure in the plot, 
but with the presence of the trend, the heteroscedcistic pattern is diflBcult to detect. 
As proposed in the previous section, the residuals can be plotted against the esti­
mated factor scores. As em exaonple, Figures 2.2 eind 2.3 are plots of cu and €41 versus 
fhom.t, and Figures 2.4 and 2.5 are plots of and versus fhom,t- In Figures 2.4 and 
2.5, a nonparametric smooth curve using the loess fit is added to assist in perceiving 
any pattern. The underlying heteroscedastic error structure can be seen in Figures 2.2 
and 2.4. Recail that is homoscedastic, which leads to the lack of obvious pattern in 
Figiires 2.3 and 2.5. 
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Figure 2.2 Plot of versus fhom,t 
Figure 2.3 Plot of e^t versus fhom,t 
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Figure 2.4 Plot of versus 
Figure 2.5 Plot of versus fhom.,t 
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Besides showing evidence of the relationship between the factor scores and the resid­
uals, the scatterplots also give an indication of the form of the relationship. Thus, for 
diagnosing heteroscedasticity, the plots involving the two types of residual estimates 
and fhom.t aje recommended over the scatterplots of observed variables As with 
all graphical procedures, a measure of subjectivity is involved in the assessment of the 
results. However, the proposed procedure is useful as a tool for preliminary examination 
of the data. The information culled can then be used in a formai and more rigorous 
method of model fitting. 
15 
CHAPTER 3. ESTIMATION PROCEDURES 
3.1 An Overview 
Statistical analysis using the heterosceda^tic factor analysis model consists of two 
parts; model-fitting/assessment and factor score estimation. The first part is concerned 
with estimation and inferences for the error vajiance parameters of the model and testing 
for heteroscedasticity. We develop procedures that axe vaiid and useful without specify­
ing the distributional form of the factors and errors. The justification for the procedure 
based on large-sample theory is given in Chapter 4. The second part, factor score es­
timation, presents estimators for the value of the underlying factor ft for a particular 
individual t, and gives their approximate standard errors, taking advantage of the fitted 
heteroscedastic model. 
To estimate the heteroscedeisticity parajneter a in (1.4), we consider a procedure for 
fitting the whole model, so that an appropriate estimated variance-covariance matrix 
can be obtained easily. For this, we will be dealing with the moments of the error et of 
order higher than two. Note that model (1.4) specifies the variance of e^t but not the 
dependency of the other moments of en on ft. One way to express the specification of 
the dependency of Cj on ft in a consistent and coherent fashion is to write model (1.4) 
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cLS 
(•it = giift; <x)el, (3.1) 
where c° axe independent of each other and of ft, ajid for each z, c°t's are i.i.d. with zero 
mean and unit variajice. In the model (3.1), the relationship between €t and f/, «is well 
as their joint distribution are explicitly specified. 
We consider model (3.1) and develop estimation and model-fitting procedures with­
out relying on the distributional form of ft and e°. The next section proposes a moment-
based approach that is valid for any distributions of i.i.d. e° and any type of fixed or 
random f( with possible dependency over t .  
3.2 Model-fitting Procedures 
To identify and fit the heteroscedastic model (3.1), we need to use information not 
found in the first two scimple moments of Zf. One way to include such information in 
the analysis is to augment the observation vector Zt with some functions of the elements 
of Zf. This idea of augmentation was introduced by Kenny and Judd (1984). They were 
interested in fitting a quadratic or cross-product latent variable model, aaid suggested 
using the products of the elements of the observation vector in the estimation procedure. 
This method was subsequently adopted by several other researchers investigating similar 
problems, including Jaccard and Wan (1995), Joreskog and Yang (1996), Ping (1996), 
Joreskog and Yang (1997), and Wall and Amemiya (1998). Our problem is not directly 
related to the polynomial latent variable model discussed in the literature. But, there 
axe similarities between the two, and we can utilize the same idea of augmentation in 
our model-fitting procedure. Since ^,(ft; Q:) is polynomic in ft or is a square-root of a 
17 
polynomial in f(, it is natural to consider pure and mixed powers of Z,t — Z,, i  = 1,2,p, 
where Zu is the i"' element of Zj, and Z,- = Z,(. Let Ut be the vector of new 
variables to be added to Zt and write the augmented observation vector as 
Za.f — (3.2) 
The first two moments of these additional variables give us the additional information 
necessary to identify the model. Since the elements of Ut are pure and mixed powers 
of Zit, the first two sample moments of Za,t include moments of Zn of order three and 
higher. But, the sample moments of Za,t contain some redundant duplicates, because Uj 
is a function of Zj. Our model fitting procedures estimate all the parameters appearing 
in the (approximate) expectations of the first two sample moments of Za,t. In obtaining 
the approximate expectations, we act as if Z,- used in Ut are replaced by E{Zit) and ft's 
are i.i.d.. Denote such expectations by 
» ^(Za,t), 
Ea(0) « ^(Za,tZ;,J, (3.3) 
((») = f 
yvechEa(0) 
where the matrix operator vec/i lists distinct elements of a symmetric matrix in a column 
vector, and 0 includes all unknown parameters appearing in ^(tf). Since we do not make 
any assumptions on the distributional form of ft ajid e°, and since we act as though 
ff's are i.i.d., the moments of ft eind e° need to be estimated as unrestricted peirameters 
and are included in ( E(eft) = 0 aJid ^or(€°f) = 1). Let 0/c denote the vector of all 
moments of ft and e° to be estimated. Then, we can write 
fl = vecis;, a', , (3.4) 
where the matrix operator vec stacks the colimans of a matrix on top of each other to 
form a column vector. When we include higher order powers of Zt in Ut, the number of 
IS 
higher order moments of f( and e° to be estimated increases and so does the dimension of 
Qfc. But, is fcx 1 with fc < p, and i = 1,2, ...,p are independent, while the number 
of possible Zj moments of a given order is related to p. Thus, the model and parameters 
are identified (by the counting rule) based on the finite two moments of Za,j by choosing 
an appropriate Ut so that the number of distinct elements of C(^) is larger than or 
equal to the dimension of 6. It is not simple to give a general guideline for all possible 
cases involving gi{ft;a) of possibly different order. But, if 5r,(ft;a), i = 1,2, are 
all linear in ft, inclusion of cross-products (Z,( — Zi){Zjt — Zj), i ^ j, in U( suffices for 
identification. If gi{ft;oc]^ i = 1,2, ...,p, are all of order dg > 1, then Ut containing ail 
moments of {Zu — Zi) up to order dg is sufficient. In general, mixed power terms, as 
compared to pure power terms are more helpful for identification and are more stable 
statistically, because of the independence of e-'j, i = 1,2, ...,p. Also, including much 
larger number of terms than just needed for identification tends to increase the sampling 
variability of the parameter estimators in smaJl samples. Throughout, we assume that 
the corresponding homoscedastic model is identified, i.e., go that k is 
smaJl compared to p. The homoscedastic model, a special case of the heteroscedastic 
model, needs to be identified before considering more complex models. 
To illustrate the idea of augmentation, consider the following one-factor heteroscedas­
tic model which was also used in the example in Section 2.2, 
(z \  hoi (0u) / \ 
Zit 002 012 ft + C2t — + 
Zzt 003 013 ^3t 
\ZitJ UJ 1 w [utj 
Ut — y/ciQi + OLiift  -h Q2t/? 
Under this model, two possible additional variables to be included in Ut for identification 
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ajid estimation of the a-parameters are 
V;, = (Z., - and W,j,=(Zit-Z,)(Zjt-Zj). 
Let Ut = (W(, Yj)', where W{ amd consist of those Wij,t and Yu chosen to be used. 
Then, the augmented observation vector is Za,t = (Z{,U()'. If only H^ij,/s are used, the 
expectation ^{B) in (3.3) involves polynomials in (3oi, I3u, ao,-, Qii, q;2«, and the first four 
moments of ft. But, if Vlt's are used, explicit expressions cannot be found for some of 
elements of ^{0) (see Appendix). Hence for this model, Wij^t is preferred over Yu for use 
as additional variables. 
In general, let 
z. = 
t=l 
1 " Ma = (3.6) 
The moment-based model-fitting procedure is to minimize some distajice between ^(d) 
and (Z'jj, (uec/iMa)')', and we consider two types of distance measures. In presenting the 
methods, we act as though ft's are i.i.d.. As shown in Chapter 4, the resulting estimation 
and inference procedures are valid for other types of ft. 
The first distance measure considered here is a weighted least squares measure. We 
write 
/ 
At = Za. : (3.7) 
vech{Za,tK^t) ,  
so that 
Z 
= A=i^A,. (3.8) 
vech Ma I t=i 
This form suggests a distribution-free estimator of the covariance matrix of A given by 
1 " 
° (3-9) 
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Note that 11 is singular by the augmentation construction of Za,<. The weighted least 
squares estimator BWLS is the value of 6 that minimizes 
( A - C ( » ) ) ' n M A - C ( « ) ) .  ( 3 . 1 0 )  
where is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of EI. Note that the singularity in 
n is the same as the redundancy in C(^)- Thus, a straightforward estimated covariaace 
matrix of OWLS is 
Vh.15 = (3.11) 
where A* = -^C[^WLS)-
We note that 11 in (3.10) involves the fourth order sample moments of Za,(, and 
Za,t contains powers of elements of Z^. Thus, some very high order moments of Zj 
are employed in the weighted least squares estimation procedure. Alternatively, our 
second distance measure involves the use of only the first two sample moments of Za,t 
in the estimation procedure. This measure is related to the likelihood for normal Zo,t's. 
Because the augmented observation vector Za,t contains powers of Z<, Za,t caanot be 
normal even if Zt is normal. But, we can still use the normal likelihood as a distance 
measure involving only the first two moments. For this, it is more natural to use the 
sample covariance matrix than the uncorrected sum of squares Ma in (3.6). Let 
s. = ;^X^(Z.,,-Z.)(Z.,,-Z„)' 
t=l 
" M, - -^z.z;, (3.12) 
n — 1 n — 1 
1,(9) = H„(d)-/t,(tf)/i,(6?)'. 
Then, the pseudo likelihood estimator 6pi minimizes the pseudo likelihood distance 
(Za - /*„(»))' K\0) (Za - /xjtf)) + tT{SJll \e))  + /os(lS<,(fl)l) . (3.13) 
One advantage of BPL is that the existing software packages can be used for computation. 
However, the approximate covariance matrix of 9PL given by the packages is not valid, 
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since Za,t is not normal. If f('s are i.i.d., i.e., if Za.t's are i.i.d., then a distribution-
free estimator of the variance of (Z^, (vech Sa)')' can be obtained in a straightforward 
manner. Let 
at = 
Za.r 
Vech{Za,t  — Za)(Za,t  — Za) '  
1 " 
a = -^a,, (3.14) 
-1) tit 
Combining this T and the standard normal likelihood theory, we can develop a distribu­
tion free asymptotic covariance matrix estimator for i.i.d. ft as 
Vpi, = {A'fi-'A)-^A'n-'rn-'A(A'n-^A)-s (3.15) 
where 
A = —7 g_ I  M'ai^Pi ' )  
1 yecA Ea(tfpi:) 
n 
K+ 
Sa(^/'£,) 0 
0 2K+(Ea(«Pz:)®Sa(flpc))K+' 
(K'K)-'K', 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
and K is the known matrix such that vecEaiB) = K vech Sa(^). The asymptotic theory 
in Chapter 4 shows that VpL caxi be used correctly for non-i.i.d. ft. 
In the limit or for very large n, we expect OWLS to be more eflScient than the OPT-
But, r and n involving higher order sample moments, tend to be very variable. Note 
that r is used for estimating the approximate variajice of 6pi, but not for obtaining Bpi,. 
A 
On the other hajid, 11 is used both for estimating 9WLS and in its approximate varieuice. 
Thus, in finite samples, 9PI can be more efficient thcin OWLS-
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For polynomial 5f,'(ft; a), homoscedasticity or no dependency between c,f and ft cor­
responds to the zero condition for all a-parameters appearing in except for 
the intercept. Thus, a part of Bpi and \PI or BWLS and corresponding to the 
relevant a parameters can be used to test for the homoscedasticity for ta for all i or 
each i .  
For instance, in the example model (2.5)-(2.6) with error variance given by V"ar(e,t) = 
otQi + OLiift -h cii2ift, til® heteroscedastic case reduces to the homoscedastic one when 
QTi = 02 = 0. Let 6 denote the parameter estimator from either the PL or WLS fit, 
and let Var{0) denote the corresponding estimated approximate covariance matrix. If 
our interest is in testing for overall presence of error heteroscedasticity in the model, i.e., 
testing 
Ho : cxi =a2 = 0, 
we can compare the test statistic 
(3.18) 
Ol2 '  
with the \| distribution, where (0:1,0:2)' is the 8 x 1 estimate from the heteroscedastic 
fit, and Vet is the 8x8 submatrix of Var{d) corresponding to (Qr'i,d2)'. If the interest 
lies in detecting the presence of heteroscedasticity in individual error components, then 
a test of 
Hq : tti, = aji = 0, 
can be carried out by comparing 
^ I I \ (3.19) 
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with the xl distribution, where (Qi,,a2t)' is the 2x1 estimate from the heteroscedastic 
Estimation of the true value of the underlying factor is often of interest. For example, 
a financial institution may desire some meeisurement of an individual's credit worthiness. 
If Z( consists of p measurements on the individual relating to his financial standing 
and one of the factors is credit worthiness, then an estimate of that factor for a spe­
cific individual would be a measurement of the individual's credit worthiness. In such 
situations, some accuracy of the individual estimate, for excimple, a confidence interval, 
would be informative. Under the homoscedastic factor analysis model, the appropriate 
standard error of the factor score estimator is constant for all individuals. Upon fitting 
the heteroscedastic model, we can obtain aai estimated standard error of the factor score 
estimate that depends on the individued. This individual-specific accuracy of the factor 
estimator can be informative and useful in practice. 
Let the heteroscedastic model (3.1) hold. The usual homoscedastic factor score 
estimator is as given in (2.2), 
fit and Vj is the 2x2 submatrix of Var{6) corresponding to (di,, dji)'. To see whether 
the quadratic term is needed in the variance of tui we test 
'• o:2i — 0, 
by compajing the test statistic 
with the standard normal distribution, where V(Q!2i) is the diagonal element of Var{9) 
corresponding to dii-
3.3 Factor Score Estimation 
(3.21) 
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where 
\ (T. \ 
^/311 Po M = 
Iv  
A = 
and 3i, /3o are obtained from fitting the homoscedastic model. The approximate 
variance of fhom,t can be estimated by the standard estimator 
-\ -1 
V HOM = (3.22) 
= (o. I.) ^0 - ^ 'oF(F'1'oF)-^F'^o 
where F' = (Ip-fc, —i^i), and the second formula can be used with singular 'I'o. An 
alternative form of (3.21) which can be used with singular is given in (2.3). Note that 
^HOM is constant for all t. If the heteroscedasticity model holds, f/ioTn.t using the average 
weight $0 is still a reasonable estimator, but it may not be the most efficient. More 
importantly, VHOM may not provide the best estimate of the variability in a p«irticular 
fhom.t-
With a heteroscedastic model fit, we can obtain an individual error variance estimator 
(3.23) 
where a is the PL or WLS estimator from the heteroscedastic fit. Then, an individualized 
estimate of the variance of is 
VffOA/,t = (a'^o^A^ ^ A'^O 'A (A'^O ^ A) \ (3.24) 
/1 \ Given the heteroscedastic fit and we can define the heteroscedastic factor score 
estimator 
C. = (A'*!"" A) ' (Z , -A)  ,  (3.25) 
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where 
A = 
and and are the PL or WLS heteroscedastic estimators. Then, we can obtain a 
new estimator of the individual error variance as 
A'.-l = (3-26) 
and a new heteroscedastic factor score estimator is 
S., = (A'41""A)"'A'4r'"(Z.-A), (3.27) 
with an estimated variance 
(3.28) 
This process can be iterated for a few times till the factor score estimates and the variance 
estimates stabilize, or we can simply use and V'ar(f'^g],). Alternative forms of (3.24) 
(3.25), (3.27) and (3.28) can be obtained as in (2.3) and (3.22). 
The model-fitting procedures presented in Section 3.2 yield consistent estimators for 
fi, A and a. If in addition, e°'s in model (3.1) are i.i.d. normal variates, then the 
conditional distribution of the error in a factor score estimator given ft is approximately 
normal. Thus, an estimated standard error based on (3.24) or (3.28) and the standard 
normai percentiles caji be used to construct an approximate confidence interval. 
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CHAPTER 4. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
In Section 4.1 of this chapter, we discuss the effect of error heteroscedasticity on the 
asymptotic properties of the standard estimator which assumes homoscedasticity. The 
limiting distributions of the heteroscedastic model estimators are derived in Section 4.2. 
4.1 EflFect of Heteroscedasticity on the Standard Procedure 
The standard procedure in factor analysis assumes that the observation vector Zj 
is normally distributed and the factors and errors are homoscedastic and independent. 
.\nderson and Amemiya (1988) showed that the limiting distribution of the normal 
maximum likelihood estimator of the factor loading is common for a wide clciss of 
factor ajid error distributions. Thus, the cisymptotic inferences for using the normal 
case procedure are valid for almost any type of noonormal or unspecified distribution, 
provided the ft and the errors are independent. This result validated the wide use 
of the standard factor anadysis procedure. In this section, we discuss the effect of error 
heteroscedasticity on the asymptotic properties of the standard estimator of obtained 
under the homoscedastic model. 
Consider the maximimi likelihood estimator jSj of /3i where model (1.3) is fitted 
assimaing ft and €t are normal. But, suppose that the heteroscedastic model (3.1) is the 
true model for the data with i.i.d. ft. Then, vmder mild conditions on moments of ft and 
Ct, a result of Anderson and Amemiya (1988) holds, and 
v^(3i-/3i) = Kl„ + Op(l), 
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where K is a fixed matrix not depending on €< and consists of the terms 
(4.1) 
1 " 
T2,tm = -7= e/jCmt, I # TU. (4.2) 
Here, we denote /x/,- = Hence, is still consistent and asymptotically normal. 
To see the effect of error heteroscedasticity on the asymptotic inference procedure, we 
need to consider the form of the limiting variance-covariance matrix of (4.1) and (4.2). 
Under the homoscedastic model, the limiting covaxiance matrix of Ti^ij and Tjj./m is 
( \ (piiipjj 0 
^ 0 J 
(4.3) 
mm 
where <?>,•, is a diagonal element of $ = V'ar(fj), and = Var[ejt). Also, all Ti^ij 
and T2,imi ' 7^ are uncorrelated in the limit. The estimator of (4.3) under the 
homoscedastic model is 
(4.4) 
where and ipjj are the maximum likelihood estimators. 
Under the heteroscedastic model (3.1), 
{ f i t  -  = {f i t  -  Q:)e°( ,  
Qttmt = ff/(ft;a)^m(ft;o:)e°teL' 
where srt(f£; ct) is either a polynomial or a square root of a polynomial in ft. Thus, for 
i.i.d. ft, with some mild conditions, the limiting covciriajice matrix of Ti,,j and T2,im in 
(4.1) and (4.2) is 
a)] 0 \ 
(4.5) 
0 E[gf{f , ;cx)gl{f , ' ,oc)]  
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where we used =1. In this case, all 7*1,and T2,im-, I ^ m, are also uncorrelated 
in the limit. 
The homoscedastic estimators 0,-, and are consistent under the heteroscedastic 
model (3.1) with i.i.d ft for Varifn) = E{fit and E{gj{ft; a)) respectively. Thus 
the estimated covariance (4.4) is consistent for 
Note that (4.5) and (4.6) are different in general, and thus the asymptotic inference 
for l3i using the homoscedastic variance estimate is not vaJid for the heteroscedastic 
model (3.1). However, the difference between (4.5) and (4.6) is generally small, and can 
be negligible depending on the function gi{fuOt) and the distribution of fj. Hence, we 
expect homoscedastic inferences for j3i are approximately valid asymptoticedly for many 
heteroscedastic models of the form (3.1) with c?,(f(;a) being a low-order polynomial. 
.\s an example we consider the one-factor model (3.5) with 5,(ft; a) = qq. + ocuft + 
We write ft and 0^ in place of fu and cpa. The difference between matrices (4.5) 
and (4.6) consists of 
(4.6) 
E [(/f — ^/)^(o:oj + Oijf t  + oc2jf t )]  ~  4>^E[aoj  + aij f t  - \ -0e2jf t )  
=  E [ { f t  —  +  ^ 0 C 2 i f i f )  + Q 2 t  { E [ { f t  —  ,  
and 
E [(ao/ + OLuJt + 0L2ljf){aQm + OHmft + a2mff)] 
- E { a o l  +  a u f t  +  a 2 l f t ) E { a o m  +  " i m / t  +  O t 2 m f f )  
= -i-^CC2lf^/){0Clm + 2a2mfif)  
- ^ E [ { f t  -  H f ) ^ ]  { a 2 / ( a i m  +  2 Q 2 m M / )  +  c i 2 m . { c t u  +  2 q 2 / ^ / ) }  
+0:2/0:2x71 {E[{ft — — (j)^). 
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The magnitude of these differences are determined by the first four factor moments and 
the heteroscedasticity parameters ai and oi2. These are large when the skewness and 
kurtosis of ft are large. If the underlying factor distribution is symmetric and has small 
kurtosis, e.g., normal or uniform factors, then the differences are small. Note that these 
differences need to be assessed in relation to the overall covariance matrix. Hence, the 
difference in the actual inference procedure tends to be small in many situations, and 
the asymptotic inference using the homoscedastic may aot be in serious error. But, 
the homoscedcistic analysis does not permit any modeling of error vaxiances, and may 
not be very efficient in factor score inference. 
4.2 Asymptotic Properties of the Heteroscedastic Model 
Estimators 
Let the heteroscedastic model (3.1) hold, and consider 0wz,5 and Bpi as defined 
in (3.10) and (3.13). If ft, t = 1,2, ...,n, are i.i.d., the limiting distributions of 9WLS 
and dpL can be derived using the standard arguments. Such results justify the use 
of the estimated approximate covaritince matrices Vjvis ajid Vp£, in (3.11) and (3.15) 
for asymptotic inferences on 6= {vecfij, a', S'jJ = {$[, e'jJ, where Oi = 
(jSq , (vec/SiY, a')'- practice, our interest is mostly in making inferences about 0i, 
while the moments of ft and e° are rarely of direct interest. To check the moments of 
e°, e.g., the symmetry of error or conditioned normality of error given ft, the moments 
of €° may be of some interest. We divide the moments of ft and e° in ff/c, and write 
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with dc consisting of the moments of e°, so that 
9 = 9.  
\»i;  
We also write <9pL.i. ^PL^t-, ^w£,s,e for parts of Bpi and dwLS corresponding to 
61 and and let 
e PL,U — 
^PL,c , 
e 
\ 
(-
^WLS,l  
WLSM = 
^WLS,t  
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Let 
Vpt = 
C, PL 
VwLS = 
^WLSM C^V£,5 
C'u 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
'WLS '^WLS,2 
where VpL.u and Vvvls.u correspond to tfpL.ie and 0M/i,5,ie. It turns out that the 
<* A 
asymptotic inferences for du using (OpL,u, Vp^.i^) or (dw'i.sae? Vw£,5,i£) are edso valid 
for non-i.i.d. ft. This resiilts holds for almost any type of ft. For example, the factors ft 
can be correlated over t, fixed quantities, coming from multiple popvilations, or having 
heteroscedastic distributions. This is of practical importance, because the asymptotic 
inference procedures for ffic are useful for multi-sample study, time-series analysis, lon-
gitudineil data, and non-random samples. 
For notational simplicity, we first consider 6WLS- Let the true parameter value of DI 
be denoted by 0°, Under (3.1), with polynomial ^i(ft;a), we can write A in (3.8) as 
A = h{e°) + Bi(<?°)hi,„ + B2(«°)h2.„, (4.11) 
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where the vector b(di) and the matrices Bi(tfi) and 62(^1) do not involve f( or £<, hi,„ 
is the vector (free of 6°) consisting of sample moments of ft =(/it, jit-,-—, fkt)' of the form 
(4.12) 
"tr 
and h2,„ is the vector (free of 0 ° )  consisting of sample cross-products between powers of 
f( and e° = (6°^, Cjt, ••••, £pt)' of 'he form 
1 " \^ fini  rmi rm^ OH 013 nlP /A i<I\  
2^  Jit  Ji t  ••• fkt  ^I t  ^2t  •••^pt  •  
<=i 
Note that r,-, m,- and qi appearing in (4.12) and (4.13) are determined by the function 
gi[it\oi) and the choice of Uf in (3.2). We assume that hi,„ and h2,n list distinct sample 
moments without duplication. 
For f( and e°, we assume 
(i) f(, independent, 
(ii) for each i  — 1,2, efj's are i.i.d. 
(iii) for every term of form e®' appearing in (4.13) in h2,n , E{e°t'') < oo, 
(iv) hi,„ in (4.11-4.12) satisfies the condition that, as n -)• oo, 
hi,n hi.o <3.5.. (4.14) 
For every term in h.i,„ of form (4.12), 
(4.15) 
t=i  
converges almost surely as n —>• oo. Also, every term of form (4.13) appearing in 
h2,n satisfies that, as n —> oc. 
„  y  ^  fu^ '/mi,m2,...,min , 
t=l 
(4.16) 
a.^.. (4.17) 
t=l 
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Note that a large class of random or fixed ft satisfy (iv), and that ft's do not have to be 
i.i.d. or homoscedastic, and may be a stationary process over t. Recall that used in 
defining in (3.10) was £(A) obtained under i.i.d. ft, and that 0/^ in ff consisted 
of all moments of f( and 6° appeciring in £(A) for i.i.d. f(. Using (4.11), lists all 
distinct moments of ft and e° appearing in 
' 
E< 
hl.n| 
where the expectation is taken as if ft's are i.i.d.. Under the distribution of e° in (ii), 
the true value of fie is denoted by Let Note that ft may not be 
i.i.d. under (iv), and there may not be a well-defined "true value" of 6/. But, for every 
element of ff/, there is a corresponding sample moments of n ff's of form (4.16) either 
included in (4.16) or hi,n. Let 0/(n) denote the vector of such distinct sample moments 
of ft appearing in (4.16) and hi,n. Also, under (iv), there exist /,oo such that, as n -> oo, 
0/(n)  df ,oo ,  a .s . .  
Using these two quantities, we define two type of "true values" of 9, 
el  0{n) = 
Boo = K 
0 
(4.18) 
/,» 
Let 0 be the parameter space over which (3.10) is minimized. For the identification 
condition, we assiune 
(v) ^oo is an interior point of ©, the matrix 
dC{9) A '= 
d6'  
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has full column rank, and for any 71 > 0, 3 a 72 > 0 satisfying 
| 0 - ^ o o | > 7 l = > I C ( « ) - C ( » o o ) | > 7 2 -
Then, we have the following result. 
Theorem 1 Let model (3.1) hold with polynomial gi{it]OL), and let assumptions (ij-(v) 
hold. Then, as n —> 00, 
v^(W,u-0 ^(0, Tu), (4.19) 
"VH^ls.U Tu. (4.20) 
A ^ 
where dwLS,u o.nd Vwlsac defined in (4-8) and ( 4 . 10). 
Proof By (4.15) and (4.17) in (iv) and by (iii), ft in (3.10) satisfies 
Tin —> Ho, a.s . .  
Also, 
A. —>• C(^oo), a.s.. 
Note that the singulaxity in Ho corresponds to the redundancy in C(^)- Thus the iden­
tification condition (v) implies that 
^WLS ^ ^ooi  d.S. .  (4.21) 
Since O^o is an interior point of 0, with probability approaching one, 
dC{9) 
dO' ^^^^^(nn)+[A-C(«vi^£S)] =0. (4.22) 
Expanding (4.22) for OWLS around &{n),  and using (4.21), we have 
0WLS - (n) = (A"n+A-)A"n+A; -h R, (4.23) 
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where 
A; = A-C(fl(n)), 
and R is of smaller order in probability than A'. By (4.11), (4.12), (4.13) and the 
definition of 6{n) in (4.18), 
C(tf(n)) = £{A|f;3) 
=  h { d ° )  - f -  B , ( t f ? ) h i , „  +  B 2 { e ° ) E { h 2 , n \ f : s l  
where hi,„ is a part of 6 j { n )  and the elements of £'(h2,n|f/5) have the form 
n t=i 
with the sample moments of f( being a peirt of Of{n).  Thus, 
A; = BJ(9?)H2,„ , (4.24) 
where the elements of H2,n have the form 
^ E •••/:;' [c -er - e (C =ir -^Dl • c-ss) 
t=:l 
To see the limiting distribution of A", first we conditioa on the ff's satisfying (4.17) in 
(iv). Then, by (i), (iii) and (4.17), a version of central limit theorem (see, for example, 
Lemma 1 of Amemiyaajid Fuller (1984)) applies to Ha.n with a typical element (4.25), 
and 
N/^rH2.„-^iV(0,V^r), (4.26) 
where Vjf depends only on the moment of e° as in (iii) and the limits r^, iii (4.17). 
Since ft's satisfy (4.17) with probability one under (iv), (4.26) holds unconditionally by 
the dominated convergence theorem. Hence, by (4.23), (4.24) and (4.26), 
{ewLS -  e(n))  N{0,  T), (4.27) 
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where 
T = (A-'EJ A")"' A-'n^v^nj A" (A-'n+A-)"'. 
By (4.18), the first part of 0 { n )  is 0 u -  Thus the first part of (4.27) is (4.19), where Tij 
is the corresponding part of T. As noted in (4.26), Ti< depends only on the moments of 
and mt- Note also that Vn^£,s,i£ uses the moment-bcised estimator 11 in (3.9). 
Hence, if f t ' s  are i.i.d, then (4.20) holds because of convergence of the sample moments 
to true moments. But, by (iii) and (iv), such a convergence also holds for satisfying 
(iv). Thus (4.20) follows. • 
It can be shown that, under essentially the same conditions, OpL,u and "Vpl,u satisfy 
the results corresponding to (4.19) and (4.20). The precise statement and proof are 
omitted for brevity. Hence, the asymptotic inference for 6i = (uec/3j)', a')' 
A ^ A 
if necessary) caji be carried out correctly using {6pL,it.-, ^PL,i<.) or [Owlsm-, Vwls.u) 
for a wide class of ft's. Note also that the distributional form of 6° is also unspecified. 
Thus, our inference procedures are zisymptotically distribution-free methods that are 
applicable for virtuaJly ajay type of ft and 6° appearing in practice. 
Up to this point, we assumed that in (3.1) is a polynomial in ft. An alter­
native specification of the heteroscedasticity asstmies that a) is a polynomial in 
ft, i.e., that ^.(ftiot) is the square root of a polynomial. For such a model, the results 
identiczd to (4.19) and (4.20) for 0pl,u and ffwLS,ie hold, provided that the choice of 
Za.f in (3.2) is made to ensure that no square root appears in Ea(ff) and ^(0) in 
(3.3) and (3.12). One such case is the model (3.5), when only H^j.t are included in Za,t 
(but not Yit). This model was considered in Chapter 3 and is used in the simulation 
study in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION STUDY 
In the previous chapters, we presented a moment-based approach to fitting a factor 
model with heteroscedastic errors, and discussed estimation of the true factor value. 
The following sections present the results of two simulation studies. The purpose of the 
first simulation study is to assess and compare the proposed model-fitting procedures, 
and the results are discussed in Section 5.1. Since a strength of the proposed procedures 
is the absence of distributional assumptions for ft and e°, vajious distributional forms 
were considered for f( and £°. Different sample sizes were also considered. The second 
simulation study was conducted to study the behavior of the factor score estimators 
and their estimated standard errors. These results are presented in Section 5.2. The 
computer programs for both simulation studies were written in SAS, and includes the 
use of SAS/IML, SAS MACROS, and PROC CALIS. Some overall recommendations on 
the use of the procedures are made in Section 5.3. 
5.1 Simulation Study I 
We first compare the homoscedastic and heteroscedastic (PL and WLS) estimators 
for and at. It will be shown that the PL estimators have more desirable properties 
in finite samples than the WLS. The performance of the PL estimators under non-
i.i.d. factors was also studied. 
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Throughout, we cissumed the following one-factor model with p = 4, 
\ / 
Z, = /3c 
0 
/3i 
1 
f t  - f  Ct ,  (5.1) 
where Ct = (eu, eat, est, ^4,)', and true (SQ and /3i values given by 
^0 = (/?0l7 /5O2i ^03) ~ (I7 2, —3) 7 
~ (011-, ^2ii ^31) ~ (6, 5, 4) • 
The true error variance structure is 
(5.2) 
Cit = y/Ooi + Olu ft + . 
For the distributions of ft and et, we considered three different cases 
A. /t ~ iV(1.7, 0.4), ~ N(0, 1), z" = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
B. ft ~ Uniform(0,  3), ~ UniforTn{—2, 2) x i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
(5.3) 
C. Vo:75 + 1.5,£?,~iV(0, 1), i = l,2,3,4. 
For the true a vaJues, we considered two sets; homoscedastic and mixed heteroscedastic 
models. For the mixed heteroscedastic model, the a values are 
CKo = (qoi, OC02, Q03, Q!04)' = (3, 2, 1.5, 1.5)', 
tti = (qii, Q:i2, Qi3, Qiu) ~ (l, 0, 1, o) 1 
OC2 = (a2i, a225 0:23, 0:24) ~ (2, 2, 0, 0) • 
(5.4) 
For the homoscedastic models, Oq in (5.4) was used with Oi = ckj = 0, so that the true 
error variance is given by 'Jo = diag{^^ 2, 1.5, 1.5)- Thus, there are six combinations 
depending on the three distributional forms and two error models. 
For each of the six cases, 1000 samples each of size 1000, and 1000 seimples each 
of size 300 were generated. For each sample, we applied three methods of estimation. 
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The first two axe the pseudo-likelihood and weighted least squares methods proposed 
in Chapter 3, using all possible — Zi){Zjt — Zj) as additional variables. For 
these two methods, model (5.1) with (5.3) was fitted to each dataset. The third method 
is the standard (maximum likelihood) factor modeling approach which disregards any 
possible heteroscedasticity in the model, and fits (5.1) with error variance assumed to 
be a fixed diagonal matrix. The results from the first two methods will be denoted by 
PL and WLS while that for the standard approach will be denoted by HOM. For each 
of the 131 parameters, the 95% confidence intervals (c.i.) is given by 
0ii ± lMy/Var0u), 
where fSu is the estimate of /?i, from any one of the three estimation methods, and 
Var{Pii) is its corresponding variajice estimate using the formulae (3.11) and (3.15) for 
the WLS and PL methods. The 95% c.i.'s for each of the a peirajneters are constructed 
in a similar fashion. 
We first summarize the results for the homoscedastic true model with the three 
different distributional forms. Figure 5.1 gives the boxplot of the estimation errors for 
012, iPi2 estimates - true value of 1^12) for Case B with sample size 1000. The boxplots for 
the other f5u estimates, other distributional czises, and two sample sizes are similax. The 
boxplots suggest that all three methods give comparably good estimates for /3u across 
the factor and error distributions considered. This result is also reflected by their mean 
squared error (MSE) values in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 gives the MSE of I3u estimators by 
the three methods. For sample size 300, the PL estimators have smaller MSE than the 
WLS estimators for all cases. When sample size increased to 1000, their MSE values 
became very similax. Overall, PL ajid WLS MSE values were slightly laxger than those 
from the HOM approach. But for these homoscedastic cases, the efllciency loss of PL 
and WLS fitting many more parameters than HOM is small, especially in large samples. 
Table 5.2 gives the coverage probabilities (the percentage of samples with the true 
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Figure 5.1 Box plots of /S12 estimates 
(homoscedeistic data, Case B, n=1000) 
value in the interval) of the 95% c.i.'s for (3\i using the three methods. The HOM eind PL 
approaches give very accurate c.i.'s even with sample size 300. For the WLS approach, 
the coverage probabilities are considerably smaller than the nominal v!due when sample 
size is 300. Though the WLS results improved when the sample size was increased to 
1000, it is still not as good as those of PL or HOM. 
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the boxplots of the PL and WLS estimation errors for ai2 
and Q22 under the homoscedjistic model with Case B when sample size is 1000. The 
boxplots for the other qi,- zind Q2,- estimates, other distributional cases, and two sample 
sizes <ire similar. The values are closely clustered about zero indicating that the PL and 
WLS approaches czin estimate the zero heteroscedasticity parameters qi,- aad 02,- with 
small variability. Figure 5.4 plots the MSE of the PL and WLS estimators for all the 
Uij. The MSE are very similar for the two methods, and are quite small overall. 
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Table 5.1 Meaji squared error of /Ji,- estimators (homoscedastic data) 
f3n 012 
Normal ft. normal ct 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
Sample size = 300 
0.742 0.522 0.340 
1.004 0.716 0.464 
0.560 0.401 0.258 
Uniform factor, uniform error 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
0.312 
0.493 
0.268 
0.221 
0.348 
0.190 
0.141 
0.220 
0.121 
factor, normal error 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
0.406 
0.539 
0.275 
0.286 
0.366 
0.194 
0.182 
0.261 
0.126 
Normal ft, normal Ct 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
Sample size = 1000 
0.206 0.143 0.092 
0.205 0.140 0.091 
0.166 0.115 0.074 
Uniform factor, unifonn error 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
0.084 
0.087 
0.074 
0.060 
0.062 
0.053 
0.039 
0.039 
0.034 
factor, normaJ error 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
0.114 
0.098 
0-078 
0.079 
0.069 
0.055 
0.051 
0.044 
0.036 
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Table 5.2 Coverage probabilities of 95% c.i. for fin (homoscedastic data) 
/3ii 012 I3I3 
Normal /,, normal €j 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
Sample size=300 
92.8 92.1 92.8 
85.5 84.8 83.5 
94.0 93.9 93.0 
Uniform /<, uniform €t 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
95.2 
87.7 
94.8 
94.5 
86.8 
94.8 
94.5 
87.9 
94.5 
f t ,  normal C t  
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
91.1 
83.1 
94.8 
91.9 
81.6 
94.7 
91.1 
82.8 
94.5 
Normal /<, normal 6i 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
Sample size=1000 
96.2 95.7 96.0 
91.0 91.8 92.6 
94.6 93.9 94.4 
Uniform f t ,  uniform ej 
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
f t ,  aormal e t  
PL 
WLS 
HOM 
94.8 
93.7 
95.5 
95.3 
91.2 
95.1 
94.2 
92.6 
95.0 
95.4 
89.9 
95.0 
95.4 
93.9 
95.7 
95.2 
90.8 
94.2 
WIS PL 
Figure 5.2 Box plots of an estimates 
(homoscedastic data. Case B, a=1000) 
Figure 5.3 Box plots of Q22 estimates 
(homoscedastic data. Case B, n=1000) 
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Figure 5.4 Plot of MSE of a estimates 
(homoscedastic data. Case B, n=1000) 
PL WLS 
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Table 5.3 gives the coverage probabilities of the 95% c.i.'s for oi,- and 0:21 under the 
homoscedastic model. Since the true values of ai and Q2 are 0, the coverage probabilities 
in Table 5.3 are 100(1 - type I error) of the nominal 5% level 2-sided test for qi, = 0 
and Q2, = 0. The results indicate that for the PL method, the type I error is very close 
to the nominal level of 5% for all cases and sample sizes. For WLS, the average type 
I error is 10.5% for sample size 300, but became comparable to those of PL for sample 
size 1000. 
Table 5.3 Coverage probabilities of 95 % c.i. for qi,- and os: (homoscedastic data) 
Normal f t ,  normal Ct Uniform f t ,  uniform Ct f t ,  normal e£ 
PL WLS PL WIS PL WLS 
Sample size = 300 
95.5 89.4 95.8 89.9 95.6 91.2 
Q12 95.5 89.6 96.6 92.6 96.2 92.6 
Q13 95.9 89.1 96.1 90.0 96.5 93.2 
an 95.4 85.5 94.5 89.9 97.1 91.0 
Qjl 95.6 89.0 95.7 89.7 93.6 88.9 
022 95.0 87.7 96.7 91.5 94.7 89.4 
Q23 96.0 89.7 95.7 89.3 94.7 90.6 
024 95.2 83.7 93.9 88.7 94.1 86.7 
Sample size = 1000 
Qll 94.4 91.7 95.4 94.1 96.5 95.0 
Q12 95.4 91.8 95.8 95.0 95.2 95.4 
ot i3  95.4 90.7 94.9 93.4 95.5 95.2 
Q14 94.1 88.4 96.2 93.6 97.4 95.6 
Q21 94.7 91.1 95.0 93.6 94.6 92.8 
Q22 95.9 91.4 95.3 94.4 94.3 93.9 
Q23 95.4 91.6 94.7 94.1 93.4 92.5 
Q24 94.8 87.4 95.3 92.8 94.2 90.7 
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Now, the results for the heteroscedastic model with the three distributional cases 
are summarized. Figure 5.5 gives the boxplot of the estimation errors for /?i2 for Case 
B when sajnple size is 1000. The boxplots for the other fiu estimates and other Ceises 
are similar. Table 5.4 gives the MSE of the estimators by the three methods. The 
MSE of PL estimators of f3u were slightly smaller than the MSE of WLS estimators for 
sample size 300. When sample size was 1000, the MSE of WLS estimators were slightly 
smaller than the MSE of PL estimators. Overall, the PL and WLS approaches yielded 
comparably good /?!,• estimates. 
C\i 
I I I  
HOM WLS PL 
Figure 5.5 Box plots of /3i2 estimates 
(heteroscedastic data, Case B, a=1000) 
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Table 5.4 Mean Squared Error of jSu estimators (heteroscedastic data) 
/?u ^12 /?13 
Sample size = 300 
Normal f t .  normal €f 
PL 1.118 0.807 0.495 
WLS 1.295 0.960 0.578 
HOM 0.792 0.594 0.342 
Uniform factor, uniform 
PL 0.414 0.312 0.190 
WLS 0.560 0.399 0.239 
HOM 0.337 0.254 0.147 
factor, normal Ct 
PL 0.789 0.580 0.268 
WLS 0.606 0.426 0.257 
HOM 0.381 0.286 0.153 
Sample size = 1000 
Normal /(,aormale( 
PL 0.309 0.225 0.130 
WLS 0.257 0.175 0.112 
HOM 0.230 0.167 0.098 
Uniform factor, uniform 
PL 0.113 0.082 0.051 
WLS 0.105 0.075 0.045 
HOM 0.096 0.069 0.041 
factor, normal Ct 
PL 0.238 0.169 0.083 
WLS 0.107 0.079 0.044 
HOM 0.123 0.089 0.053 
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Table 5.5 gives the coverage probabilities of the nominal 95% c.i.'s for (Su. The PL 
c.i. has coverage close to the desired 95% level. But, the WLS c.i. is not as accurate, 
especially with sample size 300 when the average coverage probability is only 84.7% 
compared to the value of 92.7% for PL. When sample size is 1000, the average coverage 
probability is 95.7 % for the PL, and is 91.7% for the WLS. In Chapter 4, we showed 
that the standard error of the standard HOM estimator is not largely affected by error 
heteroscedasticity. In this simulation study, with the small true a values and the small 
third aad fourth factor moments, the coverage probability of the HOM c.i. for /?!,• was 
still very close to the nominal level. Note that Cases A and B have symmetric factor 
distributions, and that Case B has low kurtosis. 
We found that among the Qn's, the spread of the estimates is largest for Qh and 
decreases for i = 2, 3, 4, with the estimates for qh being the most closely clustered about 
the true value. The same pattern can also be found in the boxplots of a2i estimates. 
Since the variances of eu and represent the extremes in severity of heteroscedasticity 
in this study, the results for their corresponding Q.-y are chosen for presentation here. 
Figure 5.6 shows the boxplots of the estimation errors for qu and for Case B and 
sample size 1000. For a clearer presentation of the results, three outliers with absolute 
values in excess of 50 were removed from the boxplot of PL qh estimates. Figure 5.7 
covers Q21 and Q24 for the same case. The plots are simil«ir for the other cases. Although 
the MSE is similar for PL and WLS, the large bias in WLS makes the WLS less attractive 
in practice. Table 5.6 gives the coverage probabilities of the 95% c.i.'s for ai,- and Oi,-. 
For both sample sizes, the PL c.i. is reasonable for ail parameters, while the WLS c.i. 
is less than satisfactory for some parameters. Table 5.7 shows the power (percentage 
of rejection) of the 2-sided test for Ho : an = 0, i = 1, 3, and Hq : a2j = 0, j = 1, 2, 
when sample size is 300. The power is quite high for both PL and WLS tests, but the 
PL power is consistently higher than the WLS power across ail cases. The same pattern 
was found for sajnple size 1000. 
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Table 5.5 Coverage Probabilities of 95% c.i. for (heteroscedastic data) 
012 013 
Sample size = 300 
Normal ft, normal €( 
PL 93.2 92.2 93.6 
WLS 84.3 83.2 84.2 
HOM 93.2 93.6 93.5 
Uniform factor, uniform et 
PL 96.0 94.8 94.3 
WLS 86.2 87.6 86.5 
HOM 95.3 95.5 95.7 
factor, normal et 
PL 89.2 90.2 90.8 
WLS 83.3 83.5 83.3 
HOM 95.4 95.3 94.5 
Sample size = 1000 
Normal ft, normal 
PL 96.2 95.0 95.7 
WLS 91.5 90.9 91.7 
HOM 94.1 92.9 94.4 
Uniform factor, uniform et 
PL 96.1 96.2 96.2 
WLS 93.1 92.6 93.3 
HOM 95.3 95.5 95.7 
factor, normal 6t 
PL 94.9 96.4 94.8 
WLS 90.5 90.6 91.0 
HOM 93.0 92.9 94.3 
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Figure 5.6 Box plots of an aaid qi4 estimates 
(heterosceda.stic data, Case B, ii=1000) 
WLS PL WLS 
Figure 5.7 Box plots of Q21 and estimates 
(heterocedastic data. Case B, ii=1000) 
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Table 5.6 Coverage probabilities of 95% c.i. for au and a2i (heteroscedatic data) 
Normal ft ,  normal Cj Uniform ft ,  uniform et X' fu normal et 
PL WLS PL WLS PL WLS 
Sample size = 300 
Oil 94.3 85.5 94.6 86.8 88.7 85.4 
Q12 92.4 82.4 95.0 85.2 84.7 80.0 
ai3 97.7 92.8 95.9 93.0 93.5 92.9 
Qu 94.6 87.8 94.3 91.6 95.1 91.6 
Q2I 88.7 72.6 92.6 80.0 77.2 68.0 
Q22 86.8 71.0 92.9 77.7 77.6 63.8 
OC23 94.6 85.8 94.0 88.2 88.7 87.5 
024 93.3 83.2 94.4 87.1 92.0 88.8 
Sample size = 1000 
Q!ll 94.6 87.7 95.0 91.6 88.2 85.5 
Q12 92.1 84.2 95.1 92.1 85.6 81.2 
Q:i3 95.1 93.1 94.7 93.9 92.8 94.1 
Or 14 94.6 91.8 95.2 94.8 95.1 95.7 
Q21 93.4 81.7 93.8 88.1 85.1 75.7 
Q22 90.6 78.0 94.7 88.6 83.3 70.9 
^23 93.6 88.6 94.5 91.7 89.7 88.8 
Q24 94.6 86.6 95.4 91.5 92.9 92.0 
Table 5.7 Power of 2-sided test for Ho : Qi,-, z = 1,3 and Ho : oi2 j ,  j  =  1 ,2  
Normal f t .  normal Cj Uniform f t ,  uniform ej fu  normal 6; 
PL WLS PL WLS PL WLS 
ttii 93.0 82.2 93.2 83.5 85.3 80.9 
93.3 85.1 91.8 83.7 86.7 88.1 
a2i  96.8 89.7 94.5 89.7 89.0 86.8 
0^22 93.7 89.8 92.7 88.0 89.2 88.1 
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We aJso studied the performance of the PL procedure in small sample situations. 
For this, 1000 samples of size 150 were generated from the model (5.1) with mixed 
heteroscedastic error variance structure (5.3). The performance of the PL method was 
very good. As an example, we report the results for Case A. The coverage probabilities 
of the c.i.'s were 90.9%, 90.7%, and 89.3% for /3i, and coverage probabilities for an and 
Q2j ranged between 86.6% and 98% with an average of 93.9%. The power of the 2-sided 
test for Ho : ciu = 0, z = 1, 3, and Hq : ajy = 0, j = 1, 2, were high, ranging from 95.5% 
to 96.7% with an average of 96.3%. 
The performance of the PL procedure was also assessed under situations where we 
have non-i.i.d. ft. For the model (5.1) with mixed heteroscedastic error variance structure 
(5.3), and standard normal we considered fixed /< and first order auto-regressive ft. 
1000 samples of size 300 were generated for each case. The PL method performed very 
well for both types of /«. We summarize the results with the numbers for autoregressive 
ft in parenthesis. The coverage probabilities were 94.2% (91.6%), 92.1% (93.0%), and 
92.4% (92.1%) for /3j, and ranged between 88.7% and 95.7% (between 89.1% and 97.4%) 
with an average of 94.1% (93.2%) for au and Q2,-. The power of the 2-sided test for 
Ho : ai, = 0, 2 = 1, 3, and Hq : a2j = 0, j = 1, 2, were high, ranging from 93.3% to 
98.0% (from 92.6% to 96.0% ) with an average of 95.2% (94.3%). Thus, with its good 
performance across all factor types, the PL method should be useful in practice. 
5.2 Simulation Study II 
A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the various approaches to factor score 
estimation presented in Chapter 3. 
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Throughout, we used 
hr.) / N Cu 
^02 012 
ft + 
Po3 013 (•3t 
W J 
£«•(  =  \ /OtQi  +  Cci i f t  +  Ci2i f t  1  
where are stajidard normal variates, and the true values of the /3-parameters are 
given by (5.2). For the a-parameters, we consider two models; the heterosced5istic with 
values as given in (5.4) and the homoscedastic with <xo in (5.4) and ai = ol2 = 0-
For sample size, we used n=1000. The number of simulated samples was 1000 for each 
model. The true factors ft's were generated in the following manner. First, a fixed 
initial set of lOOO values of ft's was generated from a Normal(1.5, 0.75) distribution. 
This set of 1000 true values of fts was used for all sim.ulated samples in both models. 
Thus, the simulation treats ft as fixed. This was appropriate for assessing performance 
of estimators of ft over simulated samples. The e°f's were generated independently for 
every sample. 
For estimation, we considered two scenarios 
a. All parameters /3o, /^i, and all error variances axe known, 
b. /3q, ct, and are unknown. 
In Scenario a, two sets of factor score estimates were computed; the homoscedastic 
factor estimates fhom,t in (3.21) and the heteroscedastic estimates /Hit (3-27), both 
using the true vaJues of /3o, Pi, *^0 and In Scenzirio b, we obtained fhom.,t using the 
homoscedastic estimates of /Sq, /3^, and 4*0, and two values of j with the PL and WLS 
estimates of /Jq, and a. For the variance estimation, VHOM in (3.22) and VjjoM,T in 
(3.24) for /w.t, and t^(S,,) in (3.28) for flll t are considered. For Scenario a, these 
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variances are evaluated at the true values of {3^, and "Pf. For Scenario b, the 
variances axe evaluated at the corresponding estimates. Using these variance estimates, 
we considered three types of nominal 95% c.i. for f t  
fhom,t  ± 1-96^/v^roM , (5.6) 
fhom,t ± l-9QylvHOM,t-, (5.7) 
/S,,±1.96\/Var(/S,,), (5.8) 
denoted by HOM, HOM-NEW and HET c.i.'s respectively. 
We first report the results under the heteroscedastic true model. Since it is not 
plausible to present the estimation results for all 1000 /t's, some crude criteria was set 
up to select a subset to be included in this discussion. Consider 
k-
V.i.O 
where tpu^t is the true value of diagonal element of 'ft and is the true value 
of j"' diagonal element of ^o- Note that ka can be thought of as a crude measure of 
heteroscedasticity and ranges in value from about 0.3 to 2.5. Values of ku farther from 
unity would indicate more severe error heteroscedasticity. Because of the true paxajneter 
values used in this study, ku, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, have very strong positive correlation, well in 
excess of 0.9. Hence it is reasonable to use k\x in lieu of the others. Based on the values 
of kit, 12 of the factor values were chosen and the estimation results for these 12 /t's are 
presented. 
Figure 5.8 gives the MSE of fhojn,t and ^ for Scenario a (the 12 values are connected 
by lines). The MSE of (HET) is consistently smaller than that of fhom,t (HOM), 
and the difference grows with the level of severity in error heteroscedasticity as measured 
by kit. The average MSE is 0.092 for and 0.098 for which is about 6% larger 
than the former. 
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s. 
Figure 5.8 Scenario a - Comparison of MSE 
(heteroscedastic data) 
HOM HET 
Figure 5.9 plots the empirical coverage probabilities of the c.i.'s (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8). 
Note that for this Scenario a, the variance estimates in (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) are true 
values. Clearly, HOM does not provide acceptable coverage probability, except when ku 
is close to 1. As the value of ku depeirts from 1, the coverage probability of HOM worsens. 
Using the individualized variajice estimate VnoM^t for the coverage probability 
improves dramatically (see HOM-NEW). On the other hand, HET which also uses the 
information on heteroscedasticity has excellent coverage probabilities as well. 
In Scenario b, all the parameters Jind error vjiriances are unknown and need to be 
estimated. We have the set of homoscedastic factor estimate fhoTn,u and two sets of 
heteroscedastic factor estimates fwLS,t based on fhet,t and the PL and WLS model 
fit. Figure 5.10 shows the MSE of /w.t, fpL,f< fwLS,t^ denoted by HOM, PL, and 
WLS respectively. The average MSE for HOM, PL, and WLS are 0.109, 0.123, and 
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Figure 5.9 Scenaxio a - Comparison of coverage probabilities 
(heteroscedastic data) 
• • • HOM HOM-NEW 
HET 
0.274. perform well in comparison to the other two estimators. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, the WLS approach involves more use of higher moments of Zt 
and good estimates of these moments are difiBcult to secure. The volatility inherent in 
the estimation of these higher moments is manifested in the relatively poor estimates 
for  the  model  parameteis  /3  and a,  aj id  subsequent ly ,  the  es t imates  for  f t .  
For the variance estimation, Vhom in (5.6) is evaluated at the homoscedastic esti-
mates of /3i and For Vhom,i in (5.7), we considered two versions, VHOM,PL,T and 
VHOM,WLS,t using the homoscedastic estimate of and and the PL and WLS esti-
mate of a. For Var(f|^Jl^) in (5.8), we have two sets of variance estimates, corresponding 
fpLt fwLS,f Thus we have five different c.i.'s, denoted by HOM (5.6), HOM-PL 
and HOM-WLS (5.7), as well as PL and WLS (5.8). Figture 5.11 shows the coverage 
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Figure 5.10 Scenario b - Comparison of MSE 
(heteroscedastic data) 
HOM PL WLS 
probabilities of the five 95% c.i.'s. A.gain, HOM, yielded the worst coverage. The results 
improved greatly when the individualized variajice estimator VHOM,pl,t or Vhom.wls^ 
are used instead of VhoMi with HOM-PL performing better than HOM-WLS. Also, PL 
and WLS were also better than HOM, but not as good as HOM-PL or HOM-WLS. 
Now, we report the simulation results obtained under the homoscedastic model. Only 
Scenaxio b was considered. Also, based on the simulation study in Section 5.1, we did 
not include any methods involving the WLS estimation. For reporting, we selected a 
subset of 12 ft out of the 1000, with true values ranging from 0.4 to 2.7. 
Figure 5.12 shows the MSE of and denoted as HOM and PL. The av­
erage MSE is 0.030 for fhom,t and 0.031 for /p^ j. As can be expected, the standard 
factor estimator which correctly assumes homoscedasticity has consistently lower MSE. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0.35 0.50 0.62 0.77 0.86 1.00 1.22 1.58 1.70 1.93 2.17 2.49 
k1 
Figure 5.11 Scenaxio b - Compaxison of coverage probabilities 
(heteroscedastic data) 
• • • HOM HOM-PL 
HOM-WLS PL .... WLS 
However, tlie difference between HOM and PL is very small. Hence, we do not lose much 
efficiency in using the heteroscedastic PL factor estimator, even when the true model is 
homoscedastic. 
Figure 5.13 shows the coverage probabilities of the 95% c.i.'s for HOM, HOM-PL, 
and PL. The coverage probabilities axe all similarly close to the 95% level. Given that all 
these c.i.'s have acceptable coverage level, we compared the inverval widths by comparing 
the averages (over 1000 simulated samples) of the estimated standard errors. 
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Real factor 
Figure 5.12 Comparison of MSE 
HOM PL 
Figure 5.13 Comparison of coverage probabilities 
• • • HOM HOM-PL PL 
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Figure 5.14 plots the three values SDHOM, SDHOM,t, and SDPL, which axe the 
averages of y/VnoM-, and -^Jvarifj^l,). As can be seen in Figure 5.14, 
the three standard errors axe similar, but the PL c.i. is shorter than the two others, 
especially so for ft values far away from the center. Thus, even when the true model is 
homoscedastic, the PL method can give informative c.i.'s without sacrificing the accu­
racy. 
—I 1 1 1 1— 
0.S 1.0 1.S ZO ^5 
Real lactor 
Figure 5.14 Comparison of standard errors 
SDHOM SDHOM,t 
SDPL 
5.3 Overall Recommeadation 
For estimation and inference for the standard homoscedastic procedures axe ro­
bust against modest heteroscedasticity, ajid are usefiii for a wide range of distributions. 
But, the PL method can provide equally eflScient and accurate inferences for /3i regard­
less of the presence or absence of heteroscedasticity. In addition, the PL method can 
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provide accurate and powerful tests for checking the heteroscedasticity. For the factor 
score estimation, the individued-specific variance estimation can be useful and valid for 
inference in practice. The use of the homoscedastic fhom,t with the individual-specific 
variance estimator Vhom,PL,T or the PL FPL ^ can provide accurate and efficient inference 
regardless of the degree of heteroscedasticity. 
In general, we recommend a preliminary examination of the data using the diagnostic 
plots suggested in Chapter 2. The factor estimates and residual estimates used in these 
plots can be obtained easily from a homoscedastic fit to the data. If any systematic 
pattern is found in the plots, a heteroscedastic model with polynomial error variances 
should be fitted, and a formal test for heteroscedasticity can then be conducted for each 
error element. For fitting the heteroscedastic model and testing, we recommend the PL 
method. 
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APPENDIX. SOME RESULTS 
In this appendix we present some mathematical results referred to in Chapter 3. To 
fit the heteroscedastic factor model using the distance minimizing methods presented in 
Chapter 3, we needed to find the expectation of the first two moments of the augmented 
variable Za,t = (Z^, )'. The explicit expressions for these expectations depends on the 
specific heteroscedastic error structure adopted and the additional variables included in 
Uj. In Section 3.2, we discussed an example model to illustrate the idea of augmentation. 
The model was 
fz \ / \ eu 
Z2t 002 012 
013 
[') 
ft + ^2t Zf = 
Zzt 
\Zti) 
003 
+ 
^3t 
e. t  =  ff i i / t !  oc)  e f t ,  
gdfuot)  = v/oroi + an f t  + a2i j f .  
Here we derive the expectation of the first two moments of Za,t under this example 
model. Some of these expressions were used to obtain the model fits in the simulation 
studies in Chapter 5. The choice of variables suggested to be included in U( were 
— {Zit — Z{){Zjt — Zj) and Yu = (Z,t — Z,)^. As will be shown, when W^.j.t's are 
included in U^ , these expectations have expressions which eire polynomials in (3Q, fii, a, 
and the first fom factor moments. When Vit's are also included in U^, these expectations, 
except for VaT{Yit) and Cov{Wij^t, Vft), have expressions which are polynomiaJs in /3Q, 
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a, and the first four factor moments. Explicit expressions for Var{Yi t )  eind Cov{Wij , f ,  yu)  
in terms of moments cannot be found. Hence, Wij^t is preferred over Yit for fitting this 
model. 
Depending on the choice of Wij^t and Yn to be included in Uj. sample mean Zq may 
involve quantities such as Wij and Vf in addition to Z,-, where 
Z i  =  - T z u .  
w,,  = 
" £=1 
and 
and the sample covariance of Za.t, Sa may involve variance terms such as and 
and covariance terms such as ^^ijVk and m addition to 
5;,;, and 5.,-^, where 
5-.-. = 
£=1 
t= l  
s„„„, = 
t=l 
£=I 
t=i 
s,.„ = 
t=i 
= -^E(&-Zi)(>s,-vs), 
£=1 
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t=l 
Under model (A.l), these quantities have expectations 
e{z i )  = l3oi  +  pi i f t / ,  
E { W \ j )  =  E { W i , , )  
= e{{zu-z i ) i z j , -z j )}  
« e{{z i , -e{zu)){z j , -e:{z i t ) )}  
= E {((3u{ft - fif) + — M/) + CjO} 
= 0u0\ j4>^- ,  
E { Y i )  =  E { Y u )  
= e{[z , t -z i f ]  
«  E { [ Z u - E [ Z u ) ? ]  
= e[[ f iu{ f t -^ ls )^• tu?]  
= (3l,4>' + e{9nfuot)), 
EiS.,.,) = Var(Z,,) 
= Kar(/?i./t + c,t) 
= fy '  +  e{gnfr ,oc)) ,  
=  C o v { Z i t , Z j t )  
= cov{0i i f t  +  t i t , /3 i j f t  +  €j t )  
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e{s , ,^„)  = ccyv{zu,wjk)  
= Cov{0uft + Citi — fif) + Cjt){0ik{ft — A'/) + ^ kt)) 
= e  — hf )  + — f i f )  -H ^j t ){^u{f t  — + 
l3u0iake{f t -^ f f .  
l3u0ikE{ft - fi/f + f3ikE{(ft - ^ i/)gfift;cx)), if i =  j  ^  k ,  
= variwi j , t )  
= e{{wi , ,  -  e{wi^ , ) f ]  
= [(/5li(/l — A'/) + ^i t ) { f i i j [ f t  — fJ' j )  +  t j t )  — 
=/?,%. [e{ f ,  - f z j r  -  <^1 + 0i ie  [{ f t  -
+  0 l E  [ { f t  -  +  E { c l e l )  
= [£(/, - f^ f ) '  -  4>']  +  phe [(/, - a)] 
+  [ i f t  -  f ^ f ? 9 i { f u a ) ]  +  E { g ^ { f t ; ( x ) g j { f t ; a ) ) ,  
sm, ,v j i , i )  =  cov{wi j^ t , wkl , t )  
=  cou  ^ ( /3u( / t  -  fi f )  +  t i t ){ i3 i j{ f t  -  p/)  + ej t ) ,  
[ f i l k i f t  —  f j ' f )  +  t k t ) { 0 u { f t  —  i i f )  +  
= E^0u0iAk0u [{ft - tiff - 0']' 
+ ^u0lk{ f t  — + 0i i0u{f t  — 
+  0 i j 0 i k { f t  —  +  0 i j 0 u { f t  —  
^u0iAME{ft - tiff - 4 > %  if { i , j }  n {A:, /} = 0 
pl i0 lak0m{e{f t - t l fy-<i>' ' )  
+ l3iAkE[{ft - nifgKfu ct)l Hi = l,j^ k. 
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E { S z , y j )  =  C o v { Z i t , Y j t )  
=  Cov{(3u{f t  — f i f )  +  Cft ,  — f i f )  +  £] t f )  
= el(0u( f t  -  hf)  + — y- jy  + 
= (3'ue{ft - fif? + l3ue{{ft - fif)9juf, a)), 
e{sy ,y , )  = variyu)  
= ewui f t  -  ^is)  + c.,)" - wuif i  - /i/) + euf] '  
= e{/3uf t  -  fi f ) ' )  +  6e{/3uf t  -  n?t l )  + ^e[(3u{f t  -  A^/)4) + ^(4) 
= (3t ,E{{h  -  M/)")  +  W\iE{{h  -  ^is fg iUu a) )  
+ 0ue{{f ,  -  a))£(4') + e{c°*)  
- i3'u<f>' - £(5f(/.;«)') - 2i3l4?e[g}[u,oc))  -  [£(^?(/.; a))]^ 
e{sy ,y , )=cav{yiuy) t )  
= CavmiUt  -  / i / )  +  ^ i t ) \  iP i jUt  -  N)  +  ^ i t f )  
= ar{{ f t  -  (xfy)  + cov{cl ,  e] t )  
=  -  y-s t  -  <?'•) + £:(5f(/t;a)g|(/t;a)) 
-  e{gufuoc))e{g%uoc)) ,  
e{s ^,^y , )  = CaviWij,„Yk,) 
=  C o v { { / 3 i i { f t  —  / i / )  +  e i t ) { P i j { f t  — f i f )  +  ^ j t ) ,  { 0 i k i f t  —  f i f )  +  C f c t ) ^ )  
+ MijE {(3(/, - - Wiik a)} 
= < -/i/)5?(/t;a), if i = k 
+  (3i j l3 ikE { { { f t  -  Hff  -  (t>^)gKf t \a)}, if « # k.  
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Given explicit expressions for E { g f { f t ; a ) ) ,  E ( g f { f t ; a ) g ] { f t ;  a ) ) ,  E { ( f t  -  f X f ) g f i f t ; a ) ) ,  
— M!)'gi{ft',ct)), and E{{ft — fif)gi{ft',Oi)), a complete evaluation of these expec­
tations can be made. Except for E{{ft - l^f)gi{fuOt)), valuation of all these quantities 
is straightforward under model (.A,.l). 
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